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We  study  dilepton  production  from  a quark-gluon  plasma  of  given  energy  density  at  finite  quark 
chemical  potential  p and  find  that  the dilepton  production  rate is  a strongly decreasing  function  of  p. 
Therefore, the signal to background ratio of  dileptons from a plasma created in  a heavy-ion collision rnay 
decrease significantly. 
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Quantum  chromodynamics  (QCD)  ic  nowadays  be- 
lieved  to  be  the fundamental theory  of  strong  interac- 
tions.  Latttice QCD calculations [I] exhibit a transition 
from  normal  nuclear  matter  to  a  phase  of  deconfined 
quarks  and  gluons,  tlie  so-called  quark-gluon  plasma 
(QGP).  Presumably the early Universe was in  this state 
up to about 10 psec nfter the big bang.  Today one hopes 
to  achieve  sufficiently  high  energy  densities  to  again 
create the QGP  in heavy-ion collision experiments. 
The plasma (if created) emits lots of  particles.  Among 
these,  electromagnetic  probes  can  leave  the  plasma 
volume  without  further interactions  (due to their  large 
mean  free path) and are therefore especially suitable to 
carry information about its existence and properties (tein- 
perature, energy, density, etc.).  Thus, the production  of 
real  and  virtual  photons  (the  latter  cnn  be  detected  as 
dileptons, e.g., e +c -,p  -1  is  regurded  as a  possible 
signature for the QGP [2-51.  Many attcmpts arc niade 
to measure  these  particles  in  heavy-ion  collision  experi- 
ments [61. 
Up to now  calculations of the dilepton production  rate 
[2,3,51 neglected  the baryo-chemical potential  in  the 
plasma.  Then, the dilepton emission rate depends only on 
the plasma  temperature.  This temperature is  related  to 
the energy density E  by the Stefan-Boltzmann law E-  T~. 
if pß  =O.  The energy  density  of  the QGP created  in  a 
collision  can  be  readily  estimated  from  the  measured 
transverse energy and geometrical considerations  [7,81 or 
HBT rneasureinents  [91  of  the plasma  volume.  This, in 
turn, allows the calculation  of  the total dilepton produc- 
tion  rate  from  ewperiw~entall~~  n7easirrable  qiranriries, 
without any assuniptions of a specific dynarnical model. 
Howcver,  cxperiments  [I01  and  theory  L111  indicatc 
that  up  to  CERN SPS energies  :I  sizable  amount  of 
baryon  stopping  occurs,  i.e.,  the  Bjorken  skenario  [I21 
sccms not to be rcalistic for hcavy-ion  collisions at these 
"moderate"  energies.  In  Fact, even at RHIC bombarding 
energies &5  200A  GeV  recent  calculations using  mi- 
croscopic models  [I 31  hint  that the colliding  heavy  ions 
inay not be fully transparent.  Consequently, it is possible 
that the baryon  density  (and thus pB) in  the QGP does 
not vanish.  In  this case the dilepton production rate is, in 
(local) thermodynamical equilibriuin, a function of  both 
temperature  T  und  quark  chemical  potential  p  of  the 
QGP (we  consider  only  U  and  d  quarks,  and  therefore 
p=pß/3).  In  tfie  present  Letter we  study the influence 
of  such  nonvanishing quark chemical  potential p  on  the 
dilepton production. 
Since the Stefan-Boltzmann  relation  E-T'  does  not 
hold  for p/T >  0, we need  to specify an equation of state 
(EOS) for the plasma  which  relates  E, T,  and p.  Since 
we 1;ick  a  self-consistent  EOS derived from QCD, we  use 
the phenomenological  M IT-bag-model  EOS [I  41,  which 
yields the encrgy density 
and the baryon density 
where p =(E  -45113  is the pressure and B =(235 M~v)' 
[151.  We use  this  EOS  (1)  to calculate  T and p  for a 
given  6 and p/T.  As already stressed above, the energy 
density in  a heavy-ion  collision can be estimated without 
any rnodel  assumptions directly  from experiniental  data, 
but not the temperature (temperatures derived  froni par- 
ticle spectra require the assumption of  a thermal source). 
In  our calculations we use energy densities between 6 und 
10 ~eV/fm',  where one expects to be  well  in  the QGP 
phase.  This is well above the commonly assurned critical 
energy density of  1-2  GeV/fin3 [I  61. 
A rough estimate of the value of /!/T  in  heavy-ion col- 
lisions  may be obtained in  the following way.  As a first 
approxirnation,  we  will  assume  that  the  QGP  is  in 
thermal  and chemicai  equilibrium.  If  two quark flavors 
Lire  considered, the total  pion  multiplicity per  rapidity  is 
a  Ion  related  to the initial  temperature T"  and  the form  t' 
time so by  (see Ref. [ 171) 
where RYi  is the radius of the nuclei  (note that this equa- 
tion  holds only at inidrapidity).  From  Eq.  (2)  it  follows 
that 
Using  1 D ideal scaling hydrodynainics  [I 21,  we obtain  a 
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cubic equation for p/T, if  we  divide (4) by  (3):  AufAu, s"~=~oo  A GeV 
On  the  right-hand  side of  Eq.  (5) we  use  the baryon 
and pion  rapidity  distributions of  Ref.  [131.  The result- 
2 
ing  p/T is  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The full  line  indicates  the 
p/T values  in  the early stage of  the collision, where the  $  loO 
QGP inight  exist;  according  to  Eq.  (51,  p/T is  larger 
5 
since less pions are produced at earlier times.  A more de- 
tailed  discussion  will  be  given  elsewhere  [I 81.  We  find 
that /i/T is  indeed quite small at midrapidity.  However, 
p/T increases  rapidly  with  rapidity:  In the  region  ly  1 
> I, p -- T.  In fact, this is  the interesting region for the 
proposed  RHIC dilepton experiments. since they are not  Y 
able to measure at J, =  0 [191.  This crude estimate shows  FIG. I.  !(/T  as given  by Eq. (5)  as  n function of  rapidity in a 
that p  may be of  the Same order of magnitude as T (at  Au+Au  collision  at &=200~  GeV.  The baryon  and pion  ra- 
least  in  the  experimentally interesting  region)  even  at  pidity distributions are taken froin Ref. [I 31. 
RHIC. 
The dilepton production  rate dNld4~d4~~dR/d4~  (i.e., the number of dileptons produced  per space-time volume 
and four-dimensional momentum-space volume) is given, to 0(a2),  by 
where NF  is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, vq4 is the relative velocity between quark and antiquark, and o$l-  is 
the total Cross section for the reaction qq-  1'1  - (summed over all initial states): 
5  16na2  ol:l-=-p 
qq  9  M' 
(M~=P~P,  is the invariant dilepton mass) , 
where quark and lepton masses are neglected.  Equation (6) yields a dilepton rate of 
which coincides with the result of Ref. [41 and that of Ref. [SI for p =O. 
Figure 2(a) shows dR/d4p  as given  by  (7) for large-mass pairs (M=3 GeV) as a function of  the absolute value of 
the lepton pair three-momentum p=I~l  for e=8 Gev/fm3 and different values of p/T.  Observe that the rate decreases 
drastically for increasing ,u/T,  due to the fact that the antiquark population  is strongly suppressed for ,u/T >  0:  Only 
few quark-antiquark pairs exist which  may annihilate to form a 1'1  - pair.  For dileptons with  low invariant mass the 
next-order processes [~(a  2as)  1 become important [201.  These are calculated below. 
In  Fig. 3 we show the mass spectrum dR1+[-/dM  resulting from Eq. (7) by an appropriate change of variables.  For a 
mass of, e.g.,  M =3 GeV, dilepton  production  is  suppressed by  a factor of  14 if  ,u/T=2  as compared to the case of 
,u/T =O.  This suppression factor rises with increasing mass. 
By  simply omitting the 6 function in  the rate integral (6), we obtain the total rate R=dN/d4x, i.e., the number of 
dileptons per space-time volume element, 
with 
Note that, for p=O, R =(10a*~~/9z~)n~/144,  the additional factor z4/144 in  comparison  to the result of  Ref.  131  is 
due to the fact that we  do not employ the Boltzmann approximation but use full quantum statistical distribution func- 
tions.  The T dependence can easily be understood from dimensional arguments considering Eq. (6) (without the 6 func- 
tion).  In  Fig. 4 we show R as a function of ,u/T for various energy densities.  Observe that the total rate decreases rap- 
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FIG. 4.  The total rate R  Tor  t=6,8,IO GeV/fm3. 
i  -2n1i  1221.  Now the t  integration can be done and 
the remaining s integration may be performed numerical- 
Iy.  In  Fig. 2(b) the resulting dilepton production rate is 
shown for different values of the quark chemical potential 
p/T and  a  dilepton  mass of  M=0.1  GeV.  As already 
inentioned, the rate again drops with increasing p/T, e.g., 
at momentum p  '2 GeV there is  a  dilepton suppression 
by  a  factor  of  5  if  p/T=2  as compared  to the  case 
p/T  =0.  Thus, the predicted suppression of dilepton pro- 
duction can be expected to hold also to 0(a2a,  ).  Never- 
theless, it  is not as  strong as in  Fig. 2(a); low mass dilep- 
tons (M  == 0.1 GeV) are soinewhat less sensitive to finite 
chemical potential effects.  However, it  is difficult,  if  not 
impossible,  to observe  the low  mass dileptons  due to a 
huge background of hadronic Dalitz decays. 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that dilepton pro- 
duction  is  suppressed  by  factors of  3-10  (depending on 
the value of p/T, the dilepton mass and momentum, the 
plasma energy density, etc.) as compared to previous esti- 
mates for a baryon-free plasma (i.e., p/T=O).  This pre- 
diction  of  dilepton  suppression  is  important for  several 
large-scale experiments at SPS and RHIC. 
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